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Bac kground:

Since the inception of ESEA Title I in 1966, Title I programs have bterfproviding annual
4V uation reports to their tespective states,"anctthe gates in turn to the 4ederal government:
T reports individually Provided informationabout.both the program procuses4and program
ou comes. Yet, collectively the data from these individual, reports could cot be aggregated,at
ap4y

Occourfe from a policy and decision-making level, both state.and national, the questiori
arises "Is the program working?" that is to.say "kke the children learning more as a result of
the program?" Those questions can be extrapolatQ4o the foltowingfiudgetary one, "Is the
dollar input ger program eqpaling the dollar output of the program?" which again is more
succinctlry stated "Are MI gettintthe bang for the buck?" Directly or indirectly all of these .
questions. both pedagogical atid fiscal, gave rise to Congress' plea and demands of the United
States Office of Education to develop an evaluation and reporting system which would reflect
a systematic attempt to formalize data collection and reporting practices across the states.
The intent was to ensure that uniform, relevant and meaningful data would be available to
educators at the local, state and national levels.

1USOE's response to the Congressional mandate was the development of a system
(Title I Evaluation and RepOrting System-TIErtS) which in essence is designedlo collect and'
summarize data on six topical areas covered by the Titlel program including: student
participation, staffing, parental involvement' (PAC), in-service training, cost and student impact. .

The initial thrust of the system is on student outcpme data in projects providing instructions
'in the areas of reading, language arts, and matherAtics.

, The system which legally became effective in the fall of 1979 is comprised of three
outcome evaluation models or designs:

7 1

.

,..

Model A: the norm-referenced model
Model B: thecontrol-group model
Model C: theipecial regression model/

All three models are designed to be used with any valid and reliable norm-referenced test or
criterion-referenced test. Additionally, each of the models requires both pretesting and post- i
testing and imposes 'some special conditions old restriction on the testing itself. The three
models each provide,data on an o6served poit treatment performance measure and an estimate
of what that performance would have been without the program (i.e., without the treatment).

Impact gains are reported in what is termed a Normal-0unit; Equivalent (NCE) scale
whicfNka 99-point scale tied to a distribution of test scotes of a nition-wide representative
sample of students and matches the percent' Ie ranks of that distribution at values of 1, 50
and 99.

As designed, TIERS begins data collection at the project (unique combinatiOn of personnel;
resources, methods and activities that define partiCular treatment) level or school level. With
Mode$ A some preliminary analysis Of inipact date occurs at the school level.. Data are then
aggregated and analyzed at the LEA with the resultant analysis reported to the state. The
LEA then in turn aggregatei its date arid repbrts it to the federal government.

The sYstem as described, although having a number of rigorous technical and implemin-
tation rut , is basically a decentralitedevaluation and reporting system that peaks or pramids
in terms f the data wilich initiates at the Rroject level in a local district later to be captured
in a Oat al'snapshot of program impact. The issue which looms paramount isthat of uality'
controY, That is to say howcgood are the data which are being aggregated It all levels an .hence

7,7:.74 Fid are the policy decisions which can be derived from that dita.
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a

model:
It is useful at this point to examine a schematic of the projected aggregate reporting

I.

(non-comparability
8 of results depending
C on model used)

by

grade (2 through 12)

by

_.
S4birt (reading,- language arts, school r\ LEA ec SEA

mathematics) aggregate '1 aggregate il ,aggregate
(for some models)

.

ct,

by

project (project vectors: time
of instruction:
per/pupil costs;
instructor to pupil
ratio)

Raw Data

Federal

\
Data Quality Date,Quality Data Quality Daft* Quality
Control Point Control Point Control Point / Control Point'

FIGURE I

AG6REGATE REPORTINO-MODEL

,

(To date little to no work has been dons at any level on the issue of gu'ality control and
quality assurance of the data which comprise the elements of the reporting system. As cari be
seen,there are three major data quality Control points to ike dealt with in the Quality Control Syitem,
with eah reporting entity needing to grapple with the Orioblem at its various stages arcomplexiz.

,i
.,

v.

The LEA must question the veracity of itt4crata. .
. The $EA must question the veracity-of tbe data it receiies from its LEAs ,

1

: .

The Department of Education must question theyeractty of the data it .
rece(ves from the states. , . \

IThe reporting-Model is a oummulativs.m6del and hence if strict quality Control procedurirs are not
kput into action we will cummulate data, srrorto.the federalo$ and be in no better postion to s4
anything meaningful on the outp4t of-Tiilt I prograr/ns than we were Ole to say in 1974 (pre-TIERS).
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Brief Literature Roviovi:

1

/

Colleagues are beginning to conceptualize and deal with the issues of quality conteol of
data and sources of data error. A scan of the literature related to what colleagues term "Quality
control" is-scant in terms of documentation and I believe focused more on implementation
errors at the local level than'on the/ concept of statistical quality control which will be explaned
later.

Crane andSeilis Junpublished, 1979) analyzed Some 40 district reports from Illionis
Title I districts which used Model'A.-1. The purpose of their analysis_was:41) to determine the
tyPes of errorimade and to determine-if possible the effects on NCE gain rftimates, (2) to
provide information to design quality control procedures. Their findings indichate high error rates
in critical areas qf technical implementation of the models as well as problems related to aggregate
n's, floor and ceiling effects and the effects of error on_NCE gain estimates.. From their findings,
they see quality control procedures is critical to further reduce the error rates that the% found iri
analyzing their sample data. The Crane and Beliis data'base are extremely useful for c*parison
purposes.

As recently as JarTary of 1980 Hiscox and. Deck in an unpublished paper discuss e
comprehensive approach to the issue of .Quality Control of Table I data. Their approach
correctly points out that since the TIERS is a layered reporting systemLEA to 'the State,
.and the State to_ the federal governmentthat quality control requires consideration and
resolution at all of these levels. They Suggest a four. stage model to, pinpoint errorerror in
plannin4, impletnentition, analysis and reporting. The benefit if the work of Hiscox and Deck
is in the classification schema Of the potential errors by category and the suggested corrective
ction to be taken respective to the importance of, the error type..

View on a Definition of Qiiality Control

It would seem to me that resolution of error in the various stages of LEA implementation
of the evaluation and reporting system will be a bold step forward.in establishment of a clean
data base. None-the-less at the state level, which is the levpl concerningthe focus 9f this paper,
quality control takes on some added meanings. Given limitations of both time, personnel and
resources most states including New Jersey must rely on a sei of fiikedures (call them quality
control procedureq) to examine theaggregrated data base which they receive from their LEAs.
Very few.stateS,have. the sophistication otan evaluation data-audit function or the overall
computer capability to manage the .suMmative analysis of individual student data al the state
level. Qiielity.coptrol is the'issue which confronts us. As I define it quality control tethniques
are,superimposed on a data set after.reasonable attempts have been made to satisfy the technical
and imprelemnatiation concerns of the Title I Evaluation and Reporting models. I don't view
debugging of.problems in LEA planning, irrplementation analysis and,"reporting in the same
light as I do "statistical quality tontrol." Statistical quality control as I would lilies to apply
it to ari ilducational setting in essen,ce is an industrial concept. Quite simply many of the
techniques developed by mathematical statisticians for the analysis of data may beused in the
control of product quality. The,basiC foundation of the statisticarquility control model applied
t9 industrial data are briefly outlined below.

Statistical Quality Contql: The Industrial Model

StatistiCal quality control should be ;iiewed as a kit of tools which may influent
decisions which are related to the functions of specification, production or inspeCti . There
are four separate but related techniques that Constitute the miast commbh working statistical
tools in quality control. These tools are:

1. The Sfiewhart contracharts for meesureable qualitytharacteristics:
These are.delcribed as ctlarts ear variables, or as charts for X and R
(average and rings) and charts forTand '00( and standard
Aviation).

-3-
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2. The Shewhart control chart for fraction defective (p chart).

3. The Shewhart control chart for number of defectsper unit (c chart).

4. That portion of sampling theory which deals with the quality
protection given by an specified sampling acceptance procedure.

As explained by W. A. Shewhart (1939, Pg. 49); "Measured quality of manufactured .

product is alweys subject to a. certain amount of vatiation as a result of chance. Some stable
'systein of chance causes' is.inherent in any particular Scheme of production and inspection. ,

Variation within this stable pattern.is inevitable. The reasons for variation outside this stable
pattern may be discovered and corrected." It is quite clear that the power of the Shewhart
technique lies in its-ability to separate out these assignable causes of quality variation. This
is done cost hoc through ah examination Of the outlyeil which fall outside of the pre-estab-
lished upper ancklower qual ity control liMits (howeve, wide or narrow these tolerances are
set).

Not only is the control chart a-powerful technique for industrial applications but can ,

also be applied to the educational setting as it specifically relates to the Title I data base.

Statistical Quality Control: The Industrial Model Applied

The concept basically is one of assuming that the range of. output performance varies
within an "acceptable range" (upper control limit and lower control limit) graphically
reprsented as follows:

so

X

'X X

(upper X)
upper control limit

average (X) performance

lower control limit
(lower X)

Performance of course can and doei fall-oOtside of the contrbl limits'and hence outlyer
data points can be noted. Therefore, a control chart can provide the following types of information:

1. Basic variability of4heiSerformance charaderistIcs;

, 2. Consistency Of performance; and

3. Average level of performance.
4.`

The upper and lower control limits on any control chert can be established,by examining
the empirical data base and determining how much tolerance or variability one wishes to tolerate

: in the system. Data foliing outside of the upper and lower control limit can then beeAtimined as
to wh y. those data are slifwing up 'there.

Eg. If data falls above the upper control limit,
this may signal trigger) an exemplary pro-
gram for further review--(One of the-estabz
lished purposes of TIERS.)

If datefallssbelpw the lihtier control limit,
this may signal (trigger) problems with

_1 ". A . 8 prograny.or intervening variable which
require further review... ,

.. , . '. 7 f
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New Jersey Stat. Department of Education's Proposed Quality Contrq and QUality Assurance
System:

The NenJersey State Department of Education is planninsito implement a 3-phase over-.
. all quality assuratc and quality control approach for its FY'80 compensatory data base (Title

I, State Compensatory Education, and those coihpensatory programs funded by other sources)
as follows:

rik

Phase I: All New Jersey Basic Si)lls Preyentive and Remedial Programs must
satisfy the technical and implementation requireMentls ortheevelua=-
tion and reporting models.

Additional materials and training are being made'available to ensure
a (ufficient knowledge base at the -LEA level: Initial complrarice
with the technical implementation.and programatic implementation
constructs delineared below will be determined through county
office and SEA program monitors.

InterpreVng,the educatiRnal impact gaips demonstrated thiotigh implementationrof Model A 1
, A1 C 1

, and C, requires consideration of technical and programmatic
characteristics before sound decision-making and program planning can occur. In
review of LEA data, the following issues must be considered:.

1. LEA disiricts programs that show negative or no impacts/,
gain for a grade or subject,should be reviewedi io assure
gain is not reflecting just ipaccueate or improper imple-.

mentation, the following areas should be reviewed in.detail.

Technical Implementation Criterfa:
r-

1. Test administration occurred at or near norming
date for pre and post evaluation. If administration
occurred more than two weeks on either side of

, the norming date, accurate interpolation procedures
were implemented'.

2. bistrict mean was aiigregated by:.
.

a: adding all students and then
dividing far district mean.,

*i
b. weighting class.and building

, wins to obtain LEA mean.

Data was-aggogated on students who had both
pre and Pottiest scores."

.4. Out-of-level.conversibns were implemented properly. t. . .y-

5. Floor or ceiling effects did not occur at pre or post
testing periods..

6. 'Conversionl to NCE scores were accurate..
-....

*
. ..

.7. Mirdel A\2,- Cl, C2 only. Correlation coefficients
were higher than.6t 5" ..i,

. ., , - . . .
8.: Model A17A2 - StOdents were not selected on the

pre-test.
-5- '8) .'
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9. Willi CI -/Ce? - A strict cutoff score vtas utilized.t
10. CRT used for-Model A? or C2 had demonstrated

validity and reliability. .

11. Appropriate level and some fOrm wat administered
.at.pre)nd post time.

Programmitic Implementation Criteria

1. Tests administered for evaluation reflected the
* curriculum of tile compensatory project. At

44st 75% of the items of Eh* instrument
measured skills taugtit in the compensatory
project. "(content validity)

2. Data was aggregated only. on students who
fulfilled the following criteria:

.- Participated in a program more than
four months.

b. Program was ft4Ify operating for the
period between pre and post testing.

r ,
C. Students attended the program at

least 2/3 of the time, \

LEA district programs that show impact gain above 20 NCE-perints for
any grade or subject should be reviewed. To assure gain is,not reflecting

accurate or improper implementation,.all items in Item I should be
lowed plus:

Tests administered to the students has notbeen utilized
more than twice..for any student.

2. st instruments we're two or mpre grades below
th grad. the,student is currenW enrolled.

Non-Test sata I.
1. Atten nal; attitudinal.s6les, or 9ther indicators Of

student' improvement should be aiailable to supglort
test findings.

t

. 2. Aggr gation -of non-test data must bfimplemented
as fol .

a. Developmental Project: Indicators shmild
be only aggregated on students who have been ,

the developmental project more than two 'years.

b: Compensatory Pr9fect: Indicators should be
only on students in the project more thanfour -
months.

e,

le
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Phase II. This ptease is conducted at the state level and consists of preliminary
computer edit routines run on the aggregated data received from the
LE/14. The computer edit routines will be diigned to Id& out data
for the following reasons:

1. Testing not conducted at the norming date'

2. Inappropriate form and level of the test used
for pre-testing and poit-tosting

3. NCE gains which afe.tcki high or too low
(this needs to be diffal). For d siZinslon
sake the edit routine might be designed to
bounce Out lets say an NCE gain of 45 and
one of -10).

4. Errors of sonversion for percentile to NCE.

etc.

4

Phase I I 1,-This phase consists of the aisplication of-statistical quality control
procedures using tile Shewhart control chart: The upper control
limits and lower control Hmits win be established by the state for
the achievement data base.,

For the state's review purposes, only 6% of the data falling outside of the control
Iimêt (21/2Veboye, 21/2% below)'will be examined.

As was metioned earlier, data falling outside the
upper control limit may signal (trigger) an exemplary
program for further review just as data- falling out- \
side the lower control limit may signal (trigger)
'problems,with a program or some ether infervening
Variable(s) which reqOire further review.

An AppOcation of Phase III _Quality Control

Each year New Jersey districts via the State's reporting structure provide
annual, reports delineating mean student achievement; scores as well es pre
and post achievement test scores by grade for students_ in compensatory.%
programs (Title I, State Compensatory Equcation, locally-funded programs,
etc )

Over the past two years, the.OffiC.e of EvOuation has a n a ly zed dOtrict
scores to dettfrmine program effectiyeness for compensatory education
(Title I, State Compensatory Education, locglly-funded programs, etc.)
populations.

-.
An*yses are conducted in Normal Curve Equivalence (NCE) scores. This

type4cofeenables compulatio0al procedures that, could not be conducted with
percentiles or grade equiValents. The scores offer the adYantage of estimating
the relativ performance of children based on perio'rmance of their peers. As
a resialt, no program expectatioris for post test achievement cari be ;rade based
ort-the scores of chHdren on the pre tests, with reference to tha scores of theii\

ypeers. .

-7-
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Over the past two year, almost all New Jersey districts have demonstrated
achievement gains in the compensatory education populations above the expected
gains. Used on the distribution of gainkmade by distritts in each grade level, a
projection may be made of which districts are gaining most arkd which are gaining
least.

Also based on the distribution of gainsotatisticel quality control criteria
may in utilized to deterinine both the positive and negative outlying distrkcts.
Because:these gains vary so mucil by grade level, feparate coMputations should -
be made for each grade. The data from each poi, collected in late summer,
should be used to establish these criteria for achievement performance for
the following year.

Diipersion of mean pre to post test differences are analyzed by means!.
of the standard error of differences. At each grade, the mean gains of 95%
of all districts will fall between + or -.1.96 times the standard error of
differences (S15) from the mean gairtat that grade level. Fot example, If all
districtaverageci a gain of 11 NCEs in Computation at Grade 9 and the
standard'error of differences was 2 (Sn - 2), then §5% of all districts gained
between 7.08 NCEs and 14.9 fyCEs. rigy formula, this was computed as.
follo;ks:

fI (N-1),
31r , \ ,

1 .

In this way; the statidata for each grade may be apalyzid ea0
determi the top 2:5%..and the bottom 2.6% otdistricts imachievb
at each grad4evel. the ,programs in these-disillicts can then be arninet tp
determine why hey fall outside of the upper or lower control limi . . ...:,.

4 X. weemple utilizing the concept of statistical quality control follows
, . .

, .

c ompensatory program for the FY'79. The data did not undero Ptiasel
The data are based on achievement stores for New Jersey students receil

sj
the proposed quaiity control-procedure but did undergo Phase II of the
procedures (computer edit routines ctere run). These data are provided as
an illustrative example of the Quality Contrormodel proposed and should
not be used to make any statements about New Jersey compensatoryI.

..Programs. .

Example I
State Summary

Computation Programs (Title I, State
_Compensatory Programs, localIV funded programs, etc:)
I . , .

Lower Control Upper Cotitiol
' 1.96 x SD Umft (NCE) Limit (NCE)

5.968 11.844 23.779
2.084 10.282 . _____,14450
1..600 ) . 11.536 -14.736
1.460 9.781 - 1R..701

,
. 1.639 8.206. 11.485

1.778 V 8.350 ' 11.906 -
1.641 7.014 , 10.296
1.139 5.302 7.579

. 1.969 '. 3.933 7.8710-
1.688 5.119 8.495
1:541
1.207 1 41 la: 'c 221 .

I

teMean
Gain (NCE), Grade

4. 17.811 1

12.366 2
13.136 3
11.24-1 4
9.846 5

10.128 6
8.655 7
6.4h4 8
5.902 9
6.807 10
7.343 11
4.8p 12

S.



Example II
State Summary.

Communication Programs (Title I,State .
.Ompensatory Programs, locally-funded programs, etc.)

Mean Lower Control Upper Control".
Gain (NcE) Grade , 1.96 x Su,' Limit (NCE) Limit (NCE)

r

:

4

-

,''

,13.685 /
11.158
10.384
7.346.
6.994
4001
6.981
3*53
5.559r
1393
-31471
4.320

.4 - .

. 1

2
3

,.

4
. 5
6
7

8--..")9
... .,
.7 10

, 11
''' 12

- ,1.611

"

3.454
<.

1.526
3.829
1.135
1.370

1.015
1.015'.
1.115
1.677
1.267
0.999._ .,.

'

10.231
.9.632
6.555
6.211'
5.623
2.300,
5.966
2.938
4.444,
3.716.
7.20
3.321 *

,

-.

17.139
1

12.684
14.213 \.

8:441 ,

8.30
. 5.412

7.996
4.968
6.374.
7.7

'_,, 5.319.
P cp.'.?

It must be stressed that any gain in NCEs indicates program effectiveness.
Thosi gains above the "high" levels specified, however, may be interPreied as*.
significantly greater than the average of fhosescompensatory education programs
that report their results correctly.

This preliminary data set show interesting results.: .

,

Differences in performance between achievement in
computation and communication

2. Higher NCE gains in the lower elementary grades

3. -Wide toleranglecontrol limit's in the lower elemeiltar'y
grades (moregariabilitY in performance) ,

4. Smaller tolerance/control limits in ttie higher grades
(less variability in performance) -

X

e

The ultimate purpose of the data set,howiver,is to demonstrate quality
control concepts with an actual data set. The next step in this state analysis ,

would be I) to array all of the data from individualdIstriets by grade, ) to
46perimpose the upper control limit and the lower control limit and 3 .to
identify the outlyer data-points fOr further analysis. .

Conclusions

1.

4

Thii paper has presented an industrialmodel of statlitical quality control for application
at theitate level on data'generated by the. Title I Evaluation and Reporting System (T1ERS).',

12
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